THE FORD FOUNDATION STUDIO THEATRE

THEATER SPECIFICATIONS

SEATING CAPACITY: 90 seats on raked Wenger seating platforms. Flexibility for other seating layouts.
Riser Wenger platforms are not native to the space. Delivery and installation NOT included.

DIMENSIONS: Room 29'-8" W x 47'-6" D
Stage 26'-6" W x 16'-11" D

STAGE FLOOR: Dark Grey Harlequin marley dance floor on top of a sprung hardwood floor

GRID STRUCTURE: Fixed pipe grid 18’ 2” from deck with 4’ spacing

SOFT GOODS: Black Velour soft goods wrap the entire room. Soft goods are sewn flat.

BACKSTAGE FACILITIES*

- Two ADA-compliant dressing rooms included accommodating 4 to 6 people each. Rooms are equipped with mirrors, a sink, a wardrobe rack, one Equity cot, audio stage monitors, and shower/toilet in the room. Additional rooms available to rent.

EQUIPMENT INCLUDED:

LIGHTING: ETC Expression II with monitor*
Lighting package with 20 fixtures.*

SOUND: Alesis Multi Mix 12R Rack Mounted Mixer
(4) QSC K12 speakers hung on the grid
Tascam CD 500B CD Player

** Subject to availability, there may be additional lighting and sound equipment, and accessories available for rental **

MONITORS: Audio feed to dressing rooms*

OTHER: Assorted ladders and scaffolding (subject to availability)*

*INCLUDED FOR LONG-TERM RENTALS ONLY

Information current as of 5/28/23